
March 2018: Work begins

again on 301 N Front St., Hamilton,

NC after this particularly cold and

wet winter (not comparing to states

further north!) We've had lots of rain

and below freezing days and nights,

some sleet, and we are not done yet.

Unfortunately, our last contractor passed away suddenly. The new crew spent some time 

beefing up the old work to 

higher standards, so some 

backtracking. But now, in 

total, we've finished the demo,

foundation work, roof work, 

rotten siding replacement, 

framing, plumbing, electrical 

and hvac rough in, and 

insulation! That's actually 

quite an accomplishment. 

Add to that in Feb. and 

March, we got the front and 

side porch steps replaced, 

finalized the making of 16 

new column bases, switched 

out the old rotten column 

bases to the new ones, and 

replaced the rotten porch deck

boards.



And we found one column completely filled with year

after year of bird nests, which caused it to hold 

moisture and rot at the bottom. These columns are 

round and hollow, like barrels, meaning they are 

probably newer than the house. Plus, they are fancier

than the overall theme of the house, which is quite 

plain in detail. We believe the columns were 

upgraded around the turn of the century (1800 to 

1900 for you young guys). 



Old porch in bad shape, these ant beds had been

hidden under the hollow concrete steps Rebuilt on strong support

Old column bases badly deteriorated New column bases in place... not as 

fancy, but the best we could do on budget. 



And what a surprise we found under the porch!

Bottles from about 1960 when the porch was

replaced. Those workers must have had a good

time rebuilding that porch!

Found the old shutters ...

Now

Repaired and replaced

Window glazing is an art, but I'm catching on.



52 steps to restoring an old double hung

window, because I counted!

Here we found 3 window weights, all

having different knots. Now we know

which ones worked the best. 

Simple knot: No, almost threadbare

Full single knot: Yep, it held up

Single know double tied: Yep, held up too,

but no better than full single knot. Just

takes a hundred years or so of testing.

Faux painting on front door. 

Seems odd to faux paint a wooden

door to look like a wooden door... 

until you try and get off all that old

paint, and then find out the wood isn't

that nice anyway. 



More faux painting... tried to get that old paint off. Finally gave up. It was too dark anyway. 

The old stairs had been painted brown.

But I'm going to faux paint them too.

(Bottom step old finish, middle step

faux paint, top step black just to see...

nah.) 



All the fireplaces had the inside brick covered up with plaster. I like the brick look. Isn't that funny.

They covered up the brick because they thought the plaster looked better. We take the plaster off

because we think the brick looks better. Sometime in the 1940's or so they converted these to gas

furnaces. No, that isn't staying either.

Here's the steel

plate coming off. 

We originally only

removed the

plaster walls so we

could insulate.

Would try to

preserve the

plaster if I could.

Might be better to

take wood siding

off and replace.

The old paint was cracked and peeling. So I scraped, and found a couple of coats of paint, the bottom 

one being a mustard. I'm going back with white... she's almost there!

 



All the insulation will be great though. And we do have a ton of insulation and soundproofing between

rooms. We had most of the exterior walls sprayed with the closed cell foam. Always pros and cons and

only time will tell I'm sure. Then on top of that we put a few more inches of batt insulation. On exterior

walls without the spray, I first put a space holder of about an inch, then rigid styrofoam, then batt

insulation. The space holder and

styrofoam is to keep the fiberglass away

from the wood siding so as to not keep

moisture up against it, as the siding will

soak up water. These old houses have to

breath... water coming in needs a way to

dry out. 



Current project: Beadboard ceilings

Some of the project tools

pancake air compressor and brad nailer 18 gauge

and 12' ceiling beadboard planks. It's not too

hard, 

but my shortness (opposite from my highness)

could use some scaffolding or stilts. 

Hope you enjoyed this update. 

Stay tuned for drywall next!
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